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DRAFT 
STATE ARCHAEOLOGICAL DOCUMENTATION 
STANDARDS 
Revised September 2, 2020 

Michigan is in the process of drafting formal archaeological field and reporting standards. 
Meanwhile, consultants should follow the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Archaeological 
Documentation and the following basic state-specific guidance. Please check the SHPO website 
for updates to this material.  

For certain project areas, other state or federal standards may supersede those presented here, 
such as The Michigan Department of Transportation’s Work Specifications for Archaeological 
Cultural Resources Investigations or United States Forest Service standards. 

Prefield Research 

The State Archaeological Site File at SHPO must be checked prior to initiating fieldwork. Access 
to the file is limited to federally qualified archaeologists, Tribal resource specialists, students with 
advisor guidance, and other approved researchers. 

Academic and other non-compliance-related researchers who use State Archaeological Site File 
data are expected to submit courtesy copies of their research product to us for file. Integrating 
new studies into the file is critical for database currency, completing statewide survey and 
modeling, and protecting newly identified resources. 

We maintain a current contact list of Michigan Tribal Historic Preservation Officers and Tribal 
Cultural Representatives should it aid your research.  

Fieldwork 

The principle investigator and project manager for all archaeological projects shall meet the 
Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Qualification Standards for Archaeology as set forth in 48 
FR 44716 (Sept. 1983) and published in the Code of Federal Regulations, 36 CFR Part 61. 

Permits are required for archaeology on state-owned land and bottomland. Permits may take up 
to 45 days to process and cannot be expedited unless for an emergency response or salvage 
operation.  

Shovel testing is required in areas with less than 25% surface visibility unless obvious and 
substantial ground disturbance can be documented. Use 15m maximum intervals between 
transects and shovel tests. Radial shovel tests shall be excavated 7.5m from isolated or edge 
positives to delineate sites. Shovel tests should be about 40 cm in diameter, round is acceptable. 
Screening is required. 
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Pedestrian survey transects shall use 15m intervals. 

Shovel test and pedestrian survey intervals can be shortened in particularly sensitive areas, but 
rarely do we consider it appropriate to lengthen that interval unless a substantial obstacle or 
disturbance can be demonstrated.  

Artifacts will be collected. Exemptions can include nondiagnostic items recorded and discarded 
in the field such as brick, mortar, clinker, etc. provided that these are summarized in the report. 

We do not accept the results of work conducted in snow-covered or frozen ground unless for an 
emergency response or salvage operation. 

Michigan Attorney General Opinion No. 6585 Cemeteries and Dead Bodies has guidance on 
human remains. Contact us for additional current guidance. 

Reporting 

Reports must be submitted in both color hardcopy and digital formats. Digital reports should be 
presented as a single searchable PDF. Shapefiles shall also be submitted with the following 
specifications: 

• submitted as polygons in either shapefile or feature class format
• projection in NAD_1983_Michigan_GeoRef_Meters WKID (3078)
• provide survey boundary and create buffer with survey corridor if a line
• provide survey and site boundaries as separate layers

Project location (including Town, Range and Section) and total acreage surveyed must be 
included. 

Cultural contexts must reflect current understandings of Michigan prehistory and history. Outdated 
or standardized contexts from other states will not be accepted.     

State-issued trinomial site numbers must be included in reports. For federal land projects, federal 
site numbers shall be included in addition to state trinomials. State trinomials are issued in the 
following ways: 

• isolated prehistoric artifacts, including a single piece of debitage, get site numbers
• isolated historic artifacts do not get site numbers unless unusual or rare
• linear transportation features, such as abandoned railroad grades, do not get site

numbers, but should be appropriately described and mapped in the report
• FCR alone does not receive a new site number unless found in a feature or other

compelling/potentially interpretable context; however, these finds should be appropriately
described and mapped in the report

• finds more than 30m apart receive different site numbers unless there is good reason to
lump them (e.g. farmsteads or institutional complexes)

The National Register criteria for significance must be clearly addressed in reporting. 
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Survey and site boundaries must be shown on a 7.5’ USGS topographic map citing the correct 
quadrangle name. Free historical and current 7.5’ topographic maps can be downloaded at the 
USGS TopoView website. Supplemental aerials, etc. are welcome. Mapping must also show 
areas of differing methods employed (e.g. pedestrian surveyed, shovel tested, not surveyed due 
to wet/slope/obstruction, etc.). Include individual maps of any sites located and illustrate methods 
used in delineation. 

Include artifact and sample catalogs and state the curation plan for these materials. We can 
provide gift agreements and our curation policy if we are receiving the collection. All flotation 
samples shall be processed prior to state curation of collections unless an alternative plan 
is pre-approved. 

For disturbed project APEs, we accept a letter from a federally qualified archaeologist 
documenting why the APE has little potential and archaeological survey is considered 
unnecessary. 

Collections 

Artifacts are the property of the landowner. State-owned artifacts must be curated with the State 
Archaeologist following a project unless a loan for research or exhibition is executed. With 
landowner permission, we accept collection donations and currently do not charge storage or 
curation fees. Artifacts donated to the state collection are used for research, exhibits and K-12 
education.  

Thank you for supporting Michigan history. Contact us with questions or to 
propose alternative project-specific strategies for preapproval: 

Sarah Surface-Evans, Senior Archaeologist, Michigan SHPO 
SurfaceEvansS1@michigan.gov

https://ngmdb.usgs.gov/topoview/viewer/#14/42.7116/-85.4453
mailto:tchorzynskis@michigan.gov

